The Optoma GT1080Darbee short throw gaming projector is the successor to Optoma’s award-winning GT1080. Featuring a comfortable 0.50 throw ratio, the GT1080Darbee can easily be placed on a coffee table, TV stand or entertainment center and comes equipped with an Enhanced Gaming Mode with 16ms input lag, enabling faster response times that keep players competitive in every game.

The integrated DarbeeVision™ image enhancement technology utilizes neuro-biologic algorithms to achieve unprecedented detail in skin tones, textures and reflective surfaces while delivering superior depth, object separation and automatic removal of unsightly artifacts. The end result is Xbox One, PS4 and PC Games that are simply mind-blowing and larger-than-life.

The GT1080Darbee's Reference Display Mode enables accurate color via REC.709 HDTV color space for rich vivid colors in Blu-ray movies, HDTV programming, home videos and photos. Featuring 10,000 hours of lamp life, the GT1080Darbee requires very little maintenance, allowing users to game for hours on end without worry.
Warranty
1-Year Limited Parts and Labor, 90-Days on Lamp

What's in the Box (Standard Accessories)
GT1080Darbee projector, carrying case, lens cap, AC power cord, remote control, batteries for remote, multilingual CD-ROM, user's manual, quick start card, and warranty card

Optional Accessories
Ceiling mount, Optoma screen, DLP® Link™ 3D glasses, RF 3D glasses, RF 3D emitter, wireless HDMI system and HDBaseT kit

Accessory Part Numbers
Lamp: BL-FP195B  Remote: SP.8ZE01GC01
Mount: BM-5001U  Wireless HDMI system: WHD200
3D emitter: BC300DLP® Link™  3D glasses: BG-ZD301
RF 3D glasses: ZF2300GLASSES RF
Carrying case: SP.8VH03GC01
Single-Cat6 HDBaseT kit: EVBMN-M110

UPC
796435 81 259 1

COMPATIBILITY SPECIFICATIONS
Computer Compatibility
WUXGA, UXGA, SXGA+, WXGA+, WXGA, SXGA, XGA, SVGA, VGA

Video Compatibility
NTSC, PAL, SECAM, SDTV (480i), EDTV, (480p), HDTV (720p, 1080i/p)

3D Compatibility†
Supports all HDMI 1.4a mandatory 3D formats (Frame pack, side-by-side, top-bottom) and up converts frame rate from 60Hz to 120Hz or 24Hz to 144Hz (i.e 60 or 72 frames per eye). 3D glasses are needed and are sold separately. Refer to user manual for details.

Vertical Scan Rate
24–85Hz, (120Hz for 3D)

Horizontal Scan Rate
15.375–91.146KHz

User Controls
Complete on-screen menu, adjustments in 27 languages

I/O Connection Ports
Two HDMI v1.4a, 3D VESA, audio-out, USB mini-B, 12V trigger

Input Lag Latency (via Enhanced Game Mode)
16ms

Loop Through (Audio)
Yes

PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Security
Kensington® lock, security bar and keypad lock

Weight
5.5lbs.

Dimensions (W x H x D)
12.37" x 3.5" x 8.8"
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